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  Plastic processing with unlimited potential 

Plastics Unlimited of Preston, Iowa is located in the heartland of the 
agricultural market in more ways than one. First and foremost, the 
owners are farmers; they brought that work ethic and background 
when starting a “plastics” business in 1992. Originally the business 
was primarily involved with thermoformed sheet goods, but they 
have since turned the family business into a true “composites 
business”, often marrying thermoplastics and thermosets into the 
same “composite” part. Plastics Unlimited thinks as a thermoformer 
but designs many of their parts for strength, stiffness and versatility, 

utilizing thermoset, fiber reinforced resins from Polynt Composites. This has led to multiple awards from both 
the thermoplastics side: SPE (Society of Plastics Engineers); as well as from the thermoset side: The American 
Composite Manufactures Association (ACMA’s ACE Award).  

Thinking as farmers has led to many of their contributions in radically changing the components used in 
agricultural products. Historically these components have been made from stamped steel that requires many 
small parts being welded or bolted together and then painted for corrosion protection.  Painted steel scratches 
and damages easily as it gets abraded and eventually rusts, especially when exposed to insecticides and 
herbicides often used in farming.  Composite versions of these parts, manufactured by Plastics Unlimited can be 

pre-colored, UV resistant, thermoformed, Class A skins that have 
been selectively reinforced with FRP. More recently, this has 
included molded in brackets and anchoring devices, all done using 
their patented TEC (Tool-less Engineered Composite) process. The 
TEC process can best be described as a closed mold, lite-RTM 
process where the A-side mold is a thermoformed skin. Vacuum 
bagging and infusion can also be employed.  Other than during 
the handling of the specialized Polynt Composites RTM resins, 
styrene emissions have virtually been eliminated by the TEC 
process. Bond between the thermoplastic skin and the thermoset 

reinforcement is excellent and patented under Plastics Unlimited process technology, which utilizes Polynt 
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Composites resins.  Composites One supplies the Polynt Composites resin and the vast majority of ancillary 
materials, such as Vectorply and Chomarat glass fiber stitched materials.  The combination of an acrylic skin, 
resin and reinforcing glass fiber results in a stiff, strong, extremely durable product that does not rust or 
corrode, is much lighter in weight, with unmatched finish quality. 

An excellent example of the Plastics Unlimited engineering and 
design capabilities was recently demonstrated in a grain extension 
cover project for a combine that not only decreased combine 
weight, but increased grain storage capacity by 38%, while also 
providing a watertight cover during poor weather to protect 
previously harvested grain. These panels range in size from 4.5’x 9’ 
and 6’ x 5’. The monolithic panels employ a high tech, 
thermoformed shell made from an acrylic skin for UV protection, co-
extruded with a second layer of ABS for improved impact resistance, 
durability, and toughness. In addition to fiberglass being bonded to 
the thermoformed shell, localized stiffeners made of closed cell 

foam structural ribs were encapsulated within the fiberglass;  as were metal brackets that later are used to bolt 
the extension covers to the hydraulic lifters and canvas connectors and eventually to the actual combine itself.  
Polynt Composites thermosetting resin is injected/infused (under vacuum) into the glass fiber, that when cured, 
provides the “glue” that holds the glass fiber in place. The 
resin/glass fiber also encapsulates the stiffeners and 
brackets and allows for the bond to be completed to the 
thermoplastic shell. These light weight extension covers 
replace much heavier, higher maintenance, steel covers 
previously used in this application.  
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Although agriculture products are a big portion of 
Plastics Unlimited’s business, industrial products can 
also be made from the TEC process, with the same 
advantages of small to large parts being made that can 
have molded in color, tailored part stiffness and 
mounting brackets included. The TEC process is not 
limited to glass fiber, but can use combinations of 
engineered glass, aramid, and carbon fiber for specific 
properties, while utilizing low viscosity polyester, vinyl 
ester or urethane ester technologies from Polynt 
Composites.                

Several examples of these are engine covers chosen for 
their parts consolidation, resistance to abuse and damage 
on construction sites such as the road grader above and the 
lift truck to the left. In addition to the TEC process that 
utilize thermoformed skins, reinforced with fibers, Plastics 
Unlimited also has the capability at its’ Fabri-Glass division 
in Moline, IL to fabricate traditionally gel coated, FRP parts 
that utilize Polynt Composites gel coats and resins. This can 
be seen in the Radius FRP car wash cover (below), chosen 
for its lightweight and resistance to moisture and chemical 
attack through tens of thousands of car washes 
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LIMITED WARRANTY AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
 
LIMITED WARRANTY.  Seller warrants that: (i) Buyer shall obtain good title to the product sold 
hereunder, (ii) at shipment such product shall conform to Seller’s specifications for the product; and (iii) 
the sale or use of such product will not infringe the claims of any U.S. patent covering the product itself, 
but Seller does not warrant against infringement which might arise by the use of said product in any 
combination with other products or arising in the operation of any process.  SELLER MAKES NO OTHER 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTY 
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE, EVEN IF THAT PURPOSE IS 
KNOWN TO SELLER.  ANY ADDITIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OR SUGGESTIONS REGARDING THE 
PRODUCT OR ITS POSSIBLE USES ARE BASED UPON SELLER’S GOOD FAITH OPINION AND BELIEF, BUT 
ARE NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS AFFIRMATIONS OF FACT, PROMISES, OR DESCRIPTIONS, AND SHALL IN 
NO WAY BE DEEMED PART OF THE SALE OF PRODUCT.  In particular, and without limiting the foregoing, 
because of environmental and use conditions beyond Seller’s control, Seller offers no warranty and 
makes no promise concerning the results that may be obtained by the Buyer (or the Buyer’s customer) 
with the product or the performance of the product.  Each user should satisfy itself, by adequate testing, 
of the suitability of the product for its particular application.   
 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.  (a)    Seller’s total liability for any claim arising out of or in connection with 
this contract, including for breach of contract, warranty, statutory duty, or for other tort, including 
seller’s negligence, shall not exceed the purchase price of such product as to which such liability 
arises.  Seller shall not be liable for any injury, loss or damage, resulting from the handling or use of the 
product shipped hereunder whether in the manufacturing process or otherwise.  IN NO EVENT SHALL 
SELLER BE LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUT 
LIMITATION LOSS OF PROFITS, CAPITAL OR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, DOWNTIME COSTS, OR CLAIMS 
OF CUSTOMERS OR EMPLOYEES OF BUYER, WHETHER IN AN ACTION UNDER CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE 
OR ANY OTHER THEORY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS CONTRACT, OR THE USE, 
INABILITY TO USE, OR PERFORMANCE OF THE PRODUCT. 
(b)    If Seller furnishes technical or other advice to Buyer, whether or not at Buyer’s request, with respect 
to processing, further manufacture, other use or resale of the products, Seller shall not be liable for, and 
Buyer assumes all risk of, such advice and the results thereof. 
 
The information provided is believed to be accurate at the time of preparation, or prepared from 
sources believed to be reliable, but it is the responsibility of the user to investigate and understand 
other pertinent sources of information, to comply with all laws and procedures applicable to the safe 
handling and use of the product and to determine the suitability of the product for its intended use. 
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